FreeFlow Fleet Navigator
Optimized Print Workflow
for Your Multi-vendor Shop
®

Let’s be realistic. Very few print shops rely on just one
vendor. Yet every printer brand requires its own unique
workflow and print instructions, making it difficult to
navigate in a multi-vendor environment.
Your challenges aren’t getting any easier. You need to maximize profit, minimize spending,
streamline processes and stay ahead of the competition. But what if all your jobs could be
navigated to various vendors’ printers—regardless of the brand—using one common workflow?
Less training. Faster setups. Fewer errors. Improved load balancing. With the FreeFlow Fleet
Navigator approach, you have the flexibility to print the right job to the right printer, using one
optimized workflow.

Leverage the best features of your workflow software
while navigating through a multi-vendor environment.
Imagine a workflow software that easily
integrates into your existing environment.
Your legacy app, your multi-vendor printers
and whatever equipment you may be
considering in the future. That’s the idea
behind our new open solution. It just works.

Your customers expect consistent quality and quick turnarounds.
A single open workflow helps you navigate all your devices so you can
deliver both.

Multiple Vendors, One Workflow
When you can centralize job submission
and management to one workflow, you
can optimize the efficiency of your
entire operation.
• Fewer systems for your prepress operators
to learn and remember
• Reduced operator time—one system
does it all
• Improved oversight of job loads, print
quality, equipment performance and
productivity
• Faster turnarounds thanks to increased
automation and load balancing
• Increased flexibility—direct print to the
device of your choice based on economics,
features or availability.
That means you can focus directly on what
matters most to your print operation:
• Delighting your customers with new
applications
• Reducing costs with less operator time
• Producing more jobs by optimizing every
print device
• A nd growing your business
In addition to the world’s leading makeready,
process and print management features, you
also get seamless, on-the-fly conversions from
one vendor’s format to another.
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Digital Workflow Collection
To learn more about the entire FreeFlow® digital
workflow collection, visit xerox.com/workflow.
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• FreeFlow Express to Print
• Creative client content
• FreeFlow Makeready®
• Legacy applications
(like Kodak Smartboard
and Xerox® DigiPath®)

FreeFlow Fleet
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Increased Automation, Quality
and Consistency
Not only does a single workflow sound
simpler, it helps you navigate all your work
better. By increasing automation, you’ll be
able to run more jobs with your existing
equipment, resulting in improved print quality
and consistency. In addition, you’re able to
free up employees to learn valuable new
skills. And you’ll no longer have to spend time
worrying about how a print job was originally
created. That’s what open is all about.

• Production printers from:
Canon, Kodak, Konica
Minolta, Océ and Ricoh
• Xerox production
monochrome and
color printers

“This new workflow solution from
Xerox gives print service providers
the ability to produce every job to
the right printer. The benefits to
in-plants and commercial printers
are significant. With this increased
flexibility, they can send any job to
any printer without any application
modifications. That means new
opportunity and simplification of
operating environments.”
—Barb Pellow
Group Director, InfoTrends

